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Abstract
Russian studies found that the pathologies demonstrate themselves in our body’s nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF), which

we see as aura, in the mm diapason [3]. I studied our NEMF for 40 years and I found that this weak informational field rules and

regulates everything in the body (including our immune system). Unfortunately, our latest technology - the 5G fast internet - works
in the same mm diapason. If pathologies demonstrate themselves in the electromagnetic field of our body in the mm diapason, and

if we care about our health and wellbeing, we should stop using the 5G fast internet. In addition to the fast growing number of 5G
towers on earth, FCC has recently approved Ligado Network to beam from the earth satellites 5G fast internet for terrestrial use - for

smart phones, driverless vehicles, and other internet-connected devices. Many companies are trying to stop this, but it is unlikely
they will succeed because Ligado Network has been trying for a decade to obtain the FCC approval to use its satellites for terrestrial
purposes. If Ligado Network starts bombarding us also from the space with 5G fast-internet frequencies, this can really end the life

on Earth, as such. If we don’t want to exterminate ourselves, we should stop the use of the 5G fast-internet frequencies, to which our
aura (NEMF) is sensitive.
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Introduction
I recently read an article written by the Head of the Department of Philosophy, Logic, and Science at the London School of Economics.

He was wondering how could the British people possibly believe that there is a connection between the Pandemic and the 5G-towers for
fast internet connection. He said that the people in Britain who burned down 60 5G-towers have no basis of doing this. Let us see if 5Gtowers can be in any way connected to the ongoing Pandemic.

Our body has electromagnetic field, which we see as aura, and which we can photograph in high frequency electric field, which multi-

plies the photons and makes them visible - it is called Kirlian photography. If we are a material body and light electromagnetic field (EMF)

[1], we can expect our EMF to be influenced by external EMFs. According to the American regulation standards only ionization radiation
can harm us, but not EMFs, which does not make any sense. If we have EMF seen as aura, it will be influenced and modulated by external
EMFs. Especially dangerous would be the external EMFs with frequencies close the frequencies of our own EMF.
Our Own Electromagnetic Field and Its Sensitivity

I am Medical Biophysicist and I spent almost 40 years of my life studding the human electromagnetic field (EMF), which we see as aura.

I had to develop very sensitive equipment to measure it because it is 1,000 times weaker than the biocurrents of the body. I found that

this weak EMF is nonlinear (NEMF) and plays important role in our body - it rules and regulates everything [2] (including our immune
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system) not with its strength, but with the information it carries, which makes it very sensitive to external influences. Since we don’t have
conscious awareness of the functioning of our organs, their ruling is done from the Subconscious, where a Quantum Computer operating
with the waves of this nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) rules and regulates everything in the body [2].

I found that all the diseases appear first in this nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF), which we see as aura, and manifest themselves

in the physical body much later. In my article [1], I described the quite probable connection of the ongoing Pandemic to the 5G towers for

fast internet. Let’s go to this step by step. The Institute Binar in Moscow (with Director Acad. Krug) has Medical Rehabilitation Center “Bio-

crystal XXI”, and in this Rehabilitation Center they have: 1/equipment “Scanner 001” for very early diagnosis of cancer, which detect very
early cellular morphological changes, and 2/equipment “Radii 001” for very early detection of pathologies by measuring the frequency

characteristics of the human electromagnetic field (according to me it is NEMF) in the mm diapason. This allows diagnosis of pathologies
long before their physical symptoms would appear.

The equipment not only can diagnose, it can cure the pathology by restoring the normal frequencies of the human electromagnetic

field (EMF), i.e. restoring the NEMF’s energy balance and harmony [3]. The Russian Acad. Grabovoi intuitively created this technology

and also another technology capable to read the frequencies of different medications. For example, they read the frequencies of the drug
insulin, and when they applied these frequencies to the skin of the patient with high blood sugar, the effect was the same as swallowing an

insulin tablet - the blood sugar became normal [3]. The Russians are doing this, but they don’t quite understand how it works. After many
years of measurements, I do. This is the so-called vibrational medicine, which will be the medicine of the future.

In the United States, in 1998 the medical doctor Richard Gerber published the book: “Vibrational Medicine” [4]. In the last 3 years, I

also tried to draw the attention of the medical practitioners of Alternative Medicine to vibrational medicine by first publishing an article

explaining how the voice diagnosis works - the diagnosis is done by analysis of the voice frequencies and finding which frequencies are
missing. Adding the missing frequencies solves the health problem, i.e. cure the disease. This is vibrational diagnosis and vibrational
medicine [5].

Then I tried to draw the attention of the medical practitioners of Alternative Medicine to vibrational medicine by publishing an article

explaining how homeopathy works [6]. The homeopathy is another type of Vibrational Medicine. The scientists deny the healing effect
of homeopathic remedies arguing that after so many dissolutions and shaking not even one molecule of the dissolved healing substance
is left. This is true, but the frequencies of the dissolved substance remained imprinted on the structure of the water, whose memory increases after the many times shaking of the substance [7]. The Vibrational Medicine is also called Quantum Medicine.

If missing frequencies in NEMF can cause a disease and specific frequencies applied to the human NEMF can cure the disease, external

EMF radiation with frequencies in the NEMF diapason can cause a disease. According to the Russian studies done at Binar at their Reha-

bilitation Center, the pathologies demonstrate themselves in our NEMF in the mm diapason [3]. A natural question popped into my head:
The new fast internet delivered by the 5G-towers is in the same mm diapason, in which pathologies manifest themselves in our sensitive

weak informational NEMF (seen as aura). Wave length λ = 1 mm when transformed in frequency is => 0.3 GHz and the frequency of the
fast internet delivered by the 5G-towers is 0.3 - 2 GHz.

If our human NEMF (aura) is sensitive in the mm diapason, we must do our best not to have any technologies (like 5G-towers) deliver-

ing EMF radiation in the same diapason. We must do our best to stop the use of any EMF-radiation in the mm diapason (developed for the

purposes of fast internet), if pathogens manifest themselves in our human nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) in the same mm dia-

pason. After 60 5G-towers were burned out in the UK, the 5G-towers in the US are now disguised - as flagpoles, or cactuses, or whatever,
but their number continues to grow. The number of 5G-towers installed in the US only by one company is more than 168,000 and there
are 2 more companies installing them.
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Also, the medical personnel dealing with Coronavirus patients wonder why some people that survive the Corona Virus do not have

immunity. Our Immune System (and everything else in the body) is ruled and regulated by the Quantum Computer in the Subconscious
operating with the waves of the nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) seen as aura. Since our human nonlinear electromagnetic field

(NEMF) is sensitive in the mm diapason of frequencies, and the 5G-towers for fast internet work exactly in this diapason of frequencies,
the 5G-towers can disable our immune system. So, if we want to survive the Pandemic, the use of 5G-towers must stop immediately, and
the already built 5G-towers need to be dismantled.

Why have we developed technology that harms us? Because our civilization started with the question “What is the nature around us?”

while we should start with the question “What are we?” If we would start developing our science trying to understand who we are, this
wouldn’t have happened. We could have developed the science of who we are parallel the science of nature, but we didn’t. Without knowing who we are, it is quite likely that one day we would develop technology that is harmful to us.
The present endangering situation with the 5G towers for fast internet

In the journal Physics Today of August 2020, on p. 22 the author Alex Lopatka is warning us that FCC has given permission to Ligado

Networks to use the radio diapason 1500 - 1700 MHz to develop a ground based 5G network - for smart phones, driverless vehicles, and

other internet-connected devices. The FCC permission is unprecedented because this range has usually be designated for satellite application only and various GPS receivers are likely to malfunction. For this reason airline companies, surveyor associations, whether forecasting, and defense industry oppose the decision and petition FCC to reconsider.

However, reconsidering is unlikely to happen because Ligado Network has been trying for a decade to obtain the FCC approval to use

its satellites for terrestrial applications in the US. Geophysicists and meteorologists, however, are concern about adjacent band of interfer-

ence with their devices, which are in the same frequency range 1 - 2 GHz. The Department of Justice supports the FCC decision. 32 senators petition FCC to reconsider, but FCC requested independent technical analysis from the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
and Medicine [8].

Conclusion

Russian studies found that the pathologies demonstrate themselves in our body’s NEMF in the mm diapason [3]. The 5G fast internet is

in the mm diapason. If the electromagnetic field of our body is sensitive in the mm diapason, and if we care about our health and wellbe-

ing, we should stop using the 5G fast internet. If they start bombarding us also from the space with 5G fast-internet frequencies, this can

really end the life on Earth, as such. If we don’t want to exterminate ourselves, we should stop the use of the 5G fast-internet frequencies.
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